GRACE ACADEMY
SAMPLE PAPER FOR CLASS V ENGLISH
1.Read very carefully through the following passage and then answer the questions:Although there are many kinds of rhinoceros, this is yet another animal that is slowly dying out, due mainly to the greed of
man. The value placed on the ivory of the African elephant, the skin of the Asian tiger, and the horn of the rhino, has put all
these animals in grave danger.
The word “rhinoceros” is from Greek, meaning nose-horn, and the animal is so named because of the large horn growing out
to the end of its nose. The rhino uses its horn for defence and for uprooting bushes and small trees; on whose leaves or fruit
it feeds
The hide of the rhino is very thick and tough, almost bulletproof. Its eyesight, however, is poor, and it is unable to
see object which are directly in front of it but its scent and hearing are acute, and warn it of approaching danger. The skin of
this massive creature is divided in to great shields by heavy folds in front of the thighs.
A. Answer the following questions:1. Why is the rhino dying out?
2. What does the rhino use its horn for?
3. Which sense of the rhino is weak? What is the result?
Q.II Complete the following sentences:a. “Rhinoceros” is a Greek word meaning ______________________________
b. The hide of the rhino is _____________________________________.
c. What are these animals hunted for?
(i) African elephants
(ii) Asian Tiger
A. Find words from the passage which mean the same as:1. skin_________________________
2. large ________________________
B. Fill in the blanks with the correct answer from the bracket.
1. They invited us ___________ tea. (to /for/ with)
2. The bus will arrive ______________ time. (on/at/in)
3. There is a bridge ________ that river
(above/over/ under)
4. We have ___________ ration for a weak (some/much/ enough)
Q.III Write the opposite of the following words:1. remember ________________________.

2. fresh ________________________

Q.IV Give the plural of:1. Foot _______________________
2.knife _____________________
Q V. Make sentences using the following words
1. do __________________________________________________________________________
2. myself __________________________________________________________________________
Q.VI. Write 8 lines on “A Rainy Day” or “My Best Holiday” :-

MATHEMATICS CLASS V
I. Tick the right answer:
1. The right numeral for - Four lakh thirteen thousand five hundred is
a. 4,13,005
b. 4,30,050
c. 4,13,500
2. The place value of 8 in 2,48,902 is
a. 800
b. 8000

c. 80

3. The next number in the series 20, 25, 30 is:
a. 45
b. 35

c. 50

4. The smallest number is
a. 4,78 330
b. 4,87,330

c. 4,78,303

5. The greatest number that can be made from 8, 2, 1, 0, 6, 4,
a. 6,04, 821
b. 8, 64, 210
c. 8, 46, 210
6. The short form of 5,00,00 + 8 is
a. 5,00,080
b. 5,00,800

c. 5,00,008

7. Two lakh five thousand six hundred thirteen - can be written in figures as:
a. 2,05, 630
b. 2,50,613
c. 2,05,613
II. Fill in the blanks.
1. 26734 ÷ 1000 = Quotient = _________________ Remainder = _________________
2. 348912 x 1000 = ______________________
3. The first four multiples of 12 are ______, ______, ______, ______
4. The factors of 35 are _______, ________, _______, _______
5. Prime numbers have exactly ______ factors.
6. The mixed number for

12
7

is ________________
4

7. The improper fraction for 56 is ______________
8. The Hindu-Arabic numeral for XLVII is _____________
9. The Roman numeral for 50 is _______
10. 1m = ______________cm, 9 m = __________________cm
11. 1 Kg = _____________ g, 5000 g = __________________Kg
12. The 12- hour clock time for 1820 hours is _______________
13. The 24- hour clock time for 3:20 p.m. is __________________
14. Forty min. to six can also be written as ______________________________
15. If the diameter of a circle is 18cm then the radius will be ________________

SECTION B
1. Multiply:

3 5 4 2 x

5 2 0

2. Divide:3 2 4 0 ÷

30

3. Find the L.C.M of

14, 10, 20

4. Add:

5
10

+

2
5

5. Stuti went shopping at 2:30 p.m. She returned home at 6:10 p.m. How long does she remain away from
home
6. A photo album can hold 1600 photos. Anita put 623 photos in the album and her sister put 529 photos. How
many more photos can still be put in the album?

GENERAL KNOWLEDGE
Q.1. Name the following:1. Plants that grow on land are called _____________________ plants.
2. The lower most layer of a leaf has tiny pores called _____________________.
3. Animals that live mostly on trees are called ______________________
4. The movement of the earth around the sun is called the _____________________
5. __________ is the capital of Uttrakhand.
6._____________ is the national animal of India.
7. The highest mountain of the world is _____________________.
8.The young one of a frog is called a _________________________.
9. Small hills of sand are called ___________________________
10. The animal that carrys its baby in its pouch ____________________________
Q.2. Fill in the blanks with the correct answer.
1. _______________________ is the largest planet (Mars/Jupiter/ Saturn)
2. The capacity to do work is called _____________________ ( molecule/force/energy)
3. The _____________ regulates the flow of blood of the body. (Nervous system/digestive system/circulatory system)
4.The _________________ is the largest river in India. (Ganga/ Brahmaputra/Kaveri)
5. Five rings in the Olympics sign represent five different __________________ (nations/ continents/ oceans)

REASONING AND APTITUDE
A. Circle the odd one:-

B. By how much is :25 x 16 greater than 25 x 14? _________________________
C. Unscramble the words with the help of clues:1. U E S V N

(A planet)________________________________

2. T C E I K R C

( A game)_______________________________

D. Complete the series:1. 5, 8, 11, 14, __________________
2. C, G, K, 0, ___________________

3.
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